Business Project „ÖH Sommerfest“
•

Project Client
ÖH

•

Project Duration
1 Semester

•

Project Goal
Organization of an event

•

What was the main focus of your project?
1. Strengthen the connection between the students
2. To celebrate another successful semester completion
The idea of our event is to create a summer party for students of the FH Kufstein Tirol as well
as for students of the International School of the FH Kufstein Tirol, employees and lecturers,
to strengthen the sense of community among each other and to ring in the summer holidays
with sports highlights and activities around the Hödenauer See.

•

What did the team members like the most? What did they enjoy the most?
The professional cooperation with the project team. Every member was very committed to
the project and the internal communication was very efficient to plan our project
successfully. Due to the distribution of tasks, each member of the team was responsible for a
specific area and therefore each team member was indispensable to plan the event in the
most organized way as possible.

•

Which personal interests or requirements should someone bring along for this project?
In any case, you should be very interested in planning processes. This project requires
fundamental organizational skills to bring an event like the ÖH Summer Party to life.
However, the most important thing is to be a team player and to believe in your team and in
the qualifications of your colleagues.

•

What did you learn?
In combination with project management it was an extraordinarily useful practical exercise
and at the same time we all could incorporate the theoretical principles directly into our
Event. What else we have learned is that an event like ÖH Summer Party is not just a party
that can be easily planned and implemented. There are many rules and requirements that
must be followed that such an event can take place. What we can say about this in
conclusion is quite simple: To create an event like the ÖH Summer Party you should follow
the saying: LEARNING BY DOING!

•

What was the biggest challenge?
The Covid-19 Pandemic.

